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YEAR END

TOP STORIES
REVISITING NMS CARES
MISSION AND VISION
NMSC team dedicating good amount of time in the
month of February 2016 revisiting its VISION strongly
shared by everyone to be “ A barrier-free society
for Deaf children to experience full life”. Following
a clear Mission Statement of – Providing programs
and services on enhancing deaf education, skills
development, sign language training, scholarship
grant and community support to Deaf children and
their families. In addition, identifying governing
principles in all aspect of our work as follows:
Collaborating Professionally, Actively Advocating,
Respect for Human Dignity & Rights, Equal Opportunity
and Empowerment, Supporting the Deaf (CARES).

SEED PROGRAM
The Support for the Education of the Exceptional Deaf
or SEED program of NMS-Cares was first launched
in August 2015 providing financial assistance for
the opportunity and access to education by four (4)
young Deaf individuals in the region. Each school
year, the SEED Program offers to recognize Deserving
Deaf students to pursue their Basic Education.
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SCHOLARS

We had four scholars for the last
School Year 2015 – 2016

DARRYL JOHN ALCANTARA

St. Francis De Sales – Learning Resource Center
Grade 7

KEVIN DALE BANAYAT
Baguio School for the Deaf
Grade 6

JHEA CARIÑO GONZALES

St. Francis De Sales – Learning Resource Center
Grade 8

LIEZL BARINGEL

Baguio School for the Deaf
Grade 2
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CONGRATULATIONS SCHOLARS OF

SCHOOL YEAR 2016-2017

ISAGANI CORTEZ

Easter College SPED Center
Grade 10

LIEZL BARINGEL

Baguio School for the Deaf
Grade 3

KEVIN DALE BANAYAT
Baguio School for the Deaf
Grade 7

JHEA CARIÑO

St. Francis De Sales –
Learning Resource Center
Grade 9

MAVERICK LATAON
Baguio School for the Deaf
Grade 7

MARY ANN SISON
St. Francis De Sales –
Learning Resource Center
Grade 9
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SEMINARS

Participants from different universities in Baguio City attended the Deaf Awareness Seminars. Saint Louis University
Mass Communication and Teacher Education Departments / University of the Cordilleras Participants / STI College
Baguio Participants and UP Students.

NMSC FILM FESTIVAL
NMSC conducted Deaf Awareness seminars in the
different schools of Baguio City. Not only was it an
awareness seminar but also a promotion of the
upcoming first ever NMS Cares’ Film Festival with the
theme, “For Those Who Have Ears Must Listen.”
21 films were produced, mostly coming from studentfilmmakers and some from amateur filmmakers
followed by a gala awards night organized to
acknowledge remarkable entries to this 1st NMS-Cares
Film Festival.

Arts Students and University of the Philippines with
about 300 students in attendance.

First stop, Saint Louis University Mass Communication
and Teacher Education Department, next the University
of the Cordilleras, then STI College Baguio-Multimedia
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DEAF AWARENESS
NMSC was invited to conduct a Deaf Awareness
and Basic Sign Language Seminar at the
University of Baguio. This seminar was organized
by the students and leaders of the Natural
Science Department which was participated by
over a hundred Allied Medical Students.
Mr. George Lintag started his lecture with the
question, “What would you do if one day you
suddenly lost your sense of hearing? Silence
fell to pieces as each shares their thoughts and
reflections realizing what’s it like to be deaf
and be able to be provided with full access to
services. Mr. Lintag went on with how public
service providers can best serve a deaf person
availing of any medical services.

Mr. George Lintag, NMSC’s Partnership and Program Manager
giving lecture on some Elements of the Deaf Culture and
Deaf’s experiences in accessing medical services.

SIGN LANGUAGE
Mr. Mark Marcial, one of NMSC’s Program Coordinator
Teaching Basic Sign Language to the students of the
University of Baguio.
The event was highlighted evenmore with the
students’ firsthand experience learning the Basic Sign
Language from a Deaf Teacher.
Another opportunity for NMSC to conduct the Deaf
Awareness and Sensitivity Training with the students of
the University of the Philippines Baguio. The invitation
was initiated by UP-Baguio NSTP Coordinator Mr.
Enrico Jugadora.
The seminar started with NMSC Founder’s son, Max
who introduced about the organization. The seminar

proper, continued as Mr. George Lintag mentions the
importance of involving the Deaf in the community
where they are serving. He also emphasized equal
rights of the Deaf for quality education, access to
public service, etc. The students were very curious to
know the different barriers that Mr. Lintag experienced
being a Deaf Person.
The event ended with the students learning the Filipino
Sign Language Alphabets and was given their own sign
names.
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In cooperation with Saint Louis University
National Service Training Program, a 2-day
NMSC’s HandTalks event was conducted in two
of the university’s campuses last July 2 and 4,
2016.
The goal of this event is to promote NMSC’s
advocacy for a barrier free and friendlier
society for the deaf. The SLU NSTP students
were briefed of the importance of language and
communication and was challenged to enroll in
NMSCs Sign Language Deafined Program. NMSC
believed that through sign language, Deaf can
express themselves and will allow them to be
understood by the world.
This event was attended by almost 5,000 SLU
students enrolled in the NSTP Program. NMSC
presented different videos of the importance of
Sign Langugage from testimonials of families with
deaf members and learners of sign language,
including featuring successful deaf person and
presentation of other benefits learning the
language such as interpretering opportunities.
Part of the program was a sign language game
that the Deaf staff facilitated. The activity was
learning few sign language phrases like, “I love
you,” “I miss you,” and many other phrases.
Both university gym and auditorium were
filled with laughter as the students went home
happy, learned about this beautiful culture and
language.
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DISABILITY, DEAF AWARENESS
AND DEAF SENSITIVITY TRAINING:

Its Purpose and Strategies
NMSC facilitated a one-day Deaf
Sensitivity training for the 9 staff of Saint
Louis University-Institute of Inclusive
Education Department. This training was
held to have better understanding of
deafness and Deaf people.

9 staff of Saint Louis University-Institute of Inclusive
Education Department attended the Deaf Sensitivity Training

It is not about theories or the medical
explanation and categories of deafness but based
on the following topics:

How is it to be Deaf? Can we simulate deafness?
Is there such thing as Psychology of Deafness?
What is it?
What is the ethics behind the Deaf culture?
What do Deaf people want hearing people to
understand about being Deaf or Hard of Hearing?
How can we make our communities Deaf sensitive?

Other topics covered in this training included
identifying who a deaf person is, the basic etiquettes
dealing with a deaf person, some specific do’s and
don’ts. Also, how deaf individual learn and how can
educators deliver better, difference in learning and

strategies in teaching people who are profoundly
deaf and with acquired deafness.
Furthermore, NMSC was again invited to be a
speaker during one of SLU IIE’s Summer Educator’s
Training .
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MOA SIGNING

NMSCARES AND MUNICIPALITY OF SABLAN MOA SIGNING
Last October 28, 2016 the Memorandum of Agreement
between NMS Cares and the Municipality of Sablan
was signed. This is the first municipality NMS Cares
was able to reach with its its goal to provide services
not only in Baguio City but also nearby municipalities.
A chance encounter between Miss Rohjelina An CLaur
of DSWD-CAR and NMSCares’ founder Martin Eyking
and NMSCares’ President Atty. Rafael Nacionales at the
Notre Dame Hospital was the start of this partnership.
At present, NMSCares is delivering the Hearing Parents
of the Deaf Kid Support Program to the Deaf kids
and their parents and sometime March 2017, will
be delivering the Sign Language Defined for the
Municipality’s service providers and frontline workers.
Five Deaf students were enrolled in the literacy
program and five parents of the deaf in our Sign
language classes. It is overwhelming how the deaf

students desire for more learning as the world they
once knew as silent, now has a glimpse of sound and
hope.
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Partnership and Program Manager, George Lintag and
Program Implementation Manager, Ember Palma, attended
the Interpreter’s Sign-On Forum at De La Salle College of Saint
Benilde in Manila.
NMSC conducted Deaf Awareness and Sensitivity Training to
over 200 Mass Communication of Saint Louis University.

George Lintag was invited as a resource speaker on PWDs
Access during elections at the COMELEC CAR office.
In partnership with St. Francis De Sales – Learning Resource
Center, Easter College and Baguio School for the Deaf, NMSC
held Sign Language Deafined immersion activities with SLD
students.

NMSC Joins the Annual Earthquake Drill held at PEZA Loakan,
Baguio City.
Joined the Baguio School of the Deaf Graduation and Closing
Ceremonies and celebrated with Kevin Dale, one of our scholar
graduating from elementary level.
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NMSC joined the launching of Zero Films at Kikan,
Governor Pack Road.
NMSC held its first Film Festival at the Cinematheque Baguio for
the screening and the Awards Gala Night at the Baguio Convention
Center.
NMSC attended St. Francis de Sales Learning Resource Center
(SLRC) Closing and Moving-Up Ceremony at the Saint Vincent Gym
Multipurpose Hall.

NMSC held its first Deaf Sports Festival at Brent International School.
NMSC Sign Language Deafined Program graduated a total of 64
completers, 56 level 1 and 8 level 2 respectively.

Philip Power, a Deaf from Ireland, had a short visit in NMSC.
Maximillian Eyking had an international promotion tour for
NMSC in Europe and Australia.
Deaf Awareness in NMS.
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NMSC participated in National Disability Prevention and
Rehabilitation Week Celebration and George Lintag was invited as
a panelist by the initiative of the City Government, hosted by Sky
Cable.
NMSC LIVE and DREAM program were launched for the School
Year 2016 – 2017 at Easter College and St. Francis De Sales –
Learning Resource Center.
In cooperation with Saint Louis University National Service Training
Program, a 2-day NMSC’s HandTalks event was conducted in two
of the university’s campuses last Mary Heights and Gonzaga.
Encapsulating “What We Do” with our New Program Logos
introduced in July 2016

NMSC moved to its new location at the Juniper Building, Bonifacio
Street, Baguio City.
NMSC Deaf Staff and the scholars participated in White Cane
Celebration and gave free interpreting services during the closing
program.
Sign Language Deafined program was launched for first semester
of School Year 2016 – 2017 and the SEED program have chosen its
scholars for the same School Year.

Virginia Gahid underwent Basic Occupational Safety and Health
Training held at the Department of Labor and Employment CAR.
After completing the course granted an associate membership by
Safety Practitioner’s Organization (SPO- CAR).
NMSC managers - Virginia, Ember and George joined Philippine
National Association of Sign Language Interpreters (PINASLI) 2016
General Assembly at the College of St. Benilde, La Salle, Malate,
Manila.
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NMSC GM was invited to attend the Regional Orientation on the
Accreditation of Civil Society Organizations at the Crown Legacy
Hotel, Baguio City.

Maximillian Eyking was invited as a speaker and shared his values
in Brent International School.
NMSC Sign Language Deafined Program students held immersion
activities for School Year 2016 - 2017 at San Lorenzo Ruiz Institute,
Baguio School for the Deaf and Easter College.
Mr. George Lintag bangs the drum about the upcoming Deaf
Festival during the General Assembly of the Hotel and Restaurant
Association of Baguio at the Grand Ball of Baguio Country Club.

NMSC joined NMS Family Day, Staff Dinner and Rave Party held at
Abanao Street, Baguio City.
Graduation of Sign Language Deafined Batch 3 with 21 successful
completers.
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WHO WE ARE
NMS-Cares, Inc. is a nonprofit organization registered and incorporated with the Philippine
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) August of 2014 with registration number
CN201427490. It started as a corporate social responsibility initiative to help Deaf children’s
education in 2012 by Martin Eyking and his family, founder and CEO of New Media Services Pty.
Ltd an Australian – based IT company with operations in the Philippines.

OUR PROGRAMS

DREAM PROGRAM

LIVE PROGRAM

The program offers center based classroom
approach to aid young Deaf learners in
enhancing their computer literacy skills
and further develop related skills, through
accessible teaching methods combined with the
use of up to date computers and equipment.

Through the DREAM program we encourage
and promote sound physical health practice
by using sports to educate, inspire and engage
young Deaf Individuals.

Through the LIVE program, Ipads and utilized
in helping young Deaf learners enhance their
math and reading skills.Hands – on and visual
stimulation with the aide of technology allows
interactive means of learning that helps exhibit
a wider grasp of the concepts already learned
in school.

POD PROGRAM

SEED PROGRAM

SLD PROGRAM

AFTER SCHOOL
IT PROGRAM

The Program offers a family – centered
approach services for kids who are deaf or hard
of hearing and their families. Communication
– focused services are provided at this crucial
stage in language development. This involves
working directly with the children as well as
assisting their families as they prepare for the
unique challenges of raising a child who is Deaf
or Hard of Hearing.

The SEED Scholarship Program is a yearly
scholastic grant awarded to young Deaf
students that provides financial assistance
for the opportunity and access to education
despite tough economic conditions in their
homes.

Sign Language DEAFined is a sign language skills
training in varying levels of competency. This
initiative encourages the active involvement
of the Hearing community with the Deaf
community.
By reinforcing the hearing community to take a
proactive stance in improving communications
with the Deaf, the Deaf will gain a sense of
security and trust towards the community that
they are part of.
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